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The asymptotic behavior, for large sample size, is given for the distribution 
of the canonical correlation coefficients. The result is used to examine the 
Bartlett-Lawley test that the residual population canonical correlation coeffi- 
cients are zero. A marginal likelihood function for the population coefficients 
is obtained and the maximum marginal likelihood estimates are shown to 
provide a bias correction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r, ,..., Y, be the sample canonical correlation coefficients between variates 
yl ,...,y8 and xl ,..., X, (p < q) calculated f  rom a sample of size N = n + 1 
observations from a (p + q)-variate normal distribution. The exact joint 
density function of r12,..., rD2 is (see Constantine [5], James [9]) 
b (1 - pi2)@ 2~~‘(tn, tn; Bn; P2, R2) 
x hl fJ @i ) 2 i(P-P-1)(1 _ ri2))(n-n-P-1) 
i=l 
fJ Pi2 - rj”) (1.1) 
(1 > r12 > Y22 > ‘** > f-D2 > O), 
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where 1 3 p1 3 pz 2 ... 2 ps , > 0 are the population canonical correlation 
coefficients, R = diag(rl ,..., r$), P = diag(p, ,..., p,), 
and zF:p’ is a hypergeometric function with the matrices P2 and R2 as arguments. 
The distribution of r12,..., rD2 depends only on p1 ,..., pD and hence that part of 
the distribution involving p1 ,..., pl, can be regarded as a marginal likelihood. 
From (1 .l) we see that the marginal likelihood function is 
fi (1 - pi2)tn 2F~‘(&z, +z; 3,; P2, R2). 
i=l 
(1.3) 
In Section 2 we derive an asymptotic representation for the 2Fy) function, 
and hence for the distribution (1.1) and marginal likelihood (1.3), for large 
sample size 12. This is done by expressing zFp) as a complicated multiple integral 
and using a multivariate extension of Laplace’s method for integrals to obtain 
its asymptotic behavior. In Section 3 the asymptotic distribution is used to 
examine the Bartlett-Lawley test of the null hypothesis that the last p - K 
population canonical correlation coefficients are zero. Maximum marginal 
likelihood estimates of certain transformed population coefficients are also 
obtained and are shown to provide a bias correction. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
Before deriving the asymptotic behavior of the zFp) function in (1.1) we first 
note HSU’S extension [8] of Laplace’s method for obtaining the asymptotic 
behavior of integrals. If the function f(x) = f(xl ,..., x,) has an absolute 
maximum at an interior point 5 of a domain Y in real m-dimensional space, 
then under suitable conditions, as n + 00 
(2.1) 
where a N b means that lim,,, a/b = 1 and d(x) = det(-P log f/ax, ax,). 
We begin by looking at the 2Fl function with one K x K matrix T2 as argument 
(see [9]). Without loss of generality Tcan be assumed diagonal, T = diag(t,,..., tie), 
and we will assume that the roots are distinct with 1 > t, > t, > .+. > t, > 0. 
The integrals involved in the subsequent development can be found in James [9] 
and Herz [7]. 
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THEOREM 1. Asn-t co 
I: 
2Fl(+n, $2; +q; Ta) N cl fl tt(k-4)(l - ti)-*+?-Q ,; (ti + tj)-.k, (2.4 
i=l id 
where 
Cl = @)-fk(Q-Sk-t) r,(~q)~-ak(~+1)12-li[l + qq,* 
Proof. The idea here is to express ZF, as a multiple integral to which HSU’S 
result (2.1) can be applied. We can write 
x 1 UV InPk exp{n tr([TH,UH;H,V& i O]Q1)} 
k 
x Jj (ui” - uj2h2 - WdQ,)(dV)(dH,XdU)(&), 
id 
(2.3) 
c2 = (gn)nk2-k9T+k(k-2g) r*(&q)/[r&/2)2 T*&(q - k))], 
O(k) is the group of k x k orthogonal matrices, (S&) (z’ = 1,2) is the unnor- 
malized measure on O(k), so that the volume of O(k) is 27+12)k”/I’,(#), 
U = diag(u, ,..., uJ, V = diag(v, ,..., z)J, D, = {(E(~ ,..., u,); ur > u2 > ... > 
uk > 0}, and V(k, q) is the Stiefel manifold consisting of all Q x k matrices Q1 
with orthonormal columns. The integral (2.3) is of the form c2 Jyf”4, where 
f  = exp{--4 tr(U2 + V2) + tr([Z’~rUH;H2VIS~ i O]Qr> 1 UV 1 
and 
y = 1 uv I--k fi (Ui” - Uj2)(Oi2 - Vi”). 
id 
It can be shown that f achieves its maximum value at the 2sk points in Y of the 
form 
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0 fl 
U = V = diag((1 - t,)-t,..., (1 - tk)-i}, 
and the maximum value off is 
f” = e--k fi (1 - t&l. 
i=l 
(2.4) 
At these maxima q~ has the value 
$, = fi (1 - t. 2-k ” *) I-I (b - td2 
i=l id 
and it can be shown that the Hessian is 
(2.5) 
A = 22k fi t:-“(1 - ti)4-sk-Q fi (ti - t& + $). (2.6) 
i=l id 
The number of variables m in HSU’S result being integrated is &K(K + 2q + 1). 
Substitution of (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) in (2.1), together with an obvious simplifi- 
cation of c2 , yields the theorem. As a check on some very tedious algebra it can 
be noted that when li = 1, (2.2) agrees with the known asymptotic behavior of 
the classical hypergeometric function (see Luke [13, Sect. 7.21). 
The asymptotic behavior of the two-matrix 2Fy’ function follows from 
Theorem 1. Let R = diag(r, ,..., Y,), where 1 > tr > ..a > rl, > 0 and let P 
be ap x p diagonal matrix of the form 
where PI = diag(p, ,..., pk) with 1 > p1 > ... > pk > 0. Then we have 
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THEOREM 2. As n + co, 
Ml 1. 2Fl (P, s, $2; P2, R2> - c3 fi (1 - yipi)-n+tcP+9-l)(ripi)icP-4) x $fi g c,+, 
i=l 
i<i 
(2.7) 
where 
c3 = (an)-(1/2)B(n+n-lz-l)rr-(1/2)k(lc+l)~~(~q) r,,($p) 2-k[l + O&l)] 
and 
cij = (Yi2 - Yj2)(&2 - pjy i = I,..., k; j  = l,...,p. 
Proof. This follows from (2.1), (2.2), and the fact that 
2~p)(‘n gn. lq. p2 ~2) - ‘k(h) 
2 , 32, 7 ,&‘k s Vk d 
2Wn, Bn; $9; f’lHlR2H~~l)(dW. 
(2.8) 
Using (2.2) in (2.8) it follows that 
2F,‘D’(&a, ?p; $4; P2, R2) 
wc4sv(k.) 9 
[SgC’c-g)(l - Gi)-n++q] fi (Si + 8Jf(dHJ, 
. z i-3 
where cp = cJ,($p) &l12)pk and S, > ... > 6, are the positive square roots of 
the latent roots of PlHlR2H;P, . This integral is of the form c4 j’V(k,B) f”+, where 
and 
f = fi (1 - Q-1 
i=l 
qJ = fi p-q1 - gp fi (6, + Fjp. 
i=l i-3 
It can be shown that f has 2k maxima which are obtained when HI has the form 
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At these values for III , 6, = ripi for i = I,..., k, and the maximum value off is 
3 = f$l - riPi)-‘* 
The value of 9 at these maxima is 
@ = Fl (ripi)+(k-ql - ripj)+e n (ripi + Yip&‘, 
i<j 
and it can be shown that the Hessian is 
d = fi (ripi)yl - ripi)‘-” fi kg2 ,i;fy;:pj pj2) 
i=l i<j 
i ,$+1 [Pi2ki2 - ri”)l* 
The theorem now follows from a straightforward application of (2.1). 
Substitution of (2.7) in (1.1) gives an asymptotic representation for the distri- 
bution of y12,..., r,s under the assumption that the population canonical correla- 
tion coefficients satisfy 
1 > p1 > ... > pk > pk+l = ‘*’ = pp = 0. (2.9) 
This is summarized in the following 
THEOREM 3. The asymptotic density function of r12,..., rD2 for large n, when 
the population coeficients satisfy (2.9), is 
k2 fi (1 - riPi)- n+f(s+lI-l) (r* 1 .2 i(Myl - yi2)m-P-9-l) 
i=l 
It ( ;: z ;; )' 
i<j 3 
x fi fi (73 - Tj”)’ 
i=l j=k+l 
9 
x I-I (yi2)f(q-P-lyl - Ti2)t(n-9-P-1) 
i=k+l 
fjl @P - ri2), 
id 
where 
k, = kl(~n)-)“‘p+q-“-l’.rr-fk(kfl’rk(~Q) r&+2-* 
x fi (1 - pi2yn p;-*(P+ql + O(n-l)] 
i=l 
(2.10) 
and kl is giwen by (1.2). 
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An alternative asymptotic result has been given by Chattopadhyay and 
Pillai [3] and Chattopadhyay, Pillai, and Li [4]; h owever the asymptotic behavior 
given by these authors involves a zFI function with the matrix P2R2 as argument 
and appears to be incorrect. From Theorem 3 it is easy to obtain the following: 
COROLLARY. The asymptotic conditional density function of the p - k smallest 
sample coe@ients YE,, ,..., . r,2gaven the first k coe@cient r12,..., rk2 is proportional to 
b iQ1 (Ti” - rj2p -Q+, (yi2)f(q--P--1)(1 - ri2)*(n-q-p-1) iI (Yi2 - Tj2). (2.11) 
i<j 
From this we see that the largest k sample coefficients y12,..., yk2 are asympto- 
tically sufficient for p12,..., plc 2. This suggests the use of (2.11) as a basis for 
testing the null hypothesis that the smallest p - k population coefficients are all 
zero; this approach will be followed in the next section. 
3. TESTING AND ESTIMATION 
We first investigate the Barlett-Lawley test of the null hypothesis H,,: plc2 > 
&+I = ..* = pe2 = 0 against H: P;+~ 3 .‘. 3 pp2 > 0 and pk2 > 0 using the 
distribution (2.11) of Y:+~ ,..., yD2 given r12,..., rk2 which does not depend on the 
nuisance prameters p1 ,..., pk . The approach given here is similar to that used by 
James [IO] in another context. 
The likelihood ratio statistic is 
Tk = -log fi (1 - ri2) 
j&+1 
and under HO Bartlett [I, 21 showed that {n - $(p + q + l))Trc has an asymp- 
totic x2 distribution with (p - k)(q - k) degrees-of-freedom. Lawley [12] 
obtained a correction to Bartlett’s multiplying factor which makes the moments 
equal to those of the asymptotic x2 distribution, apart from errors of order n-2. 
Fujikoshi [6] has obtained an expansion for the asymptotic distribution of 
Lawley’s statistic. This statistic involves the k largest population coefficients and 
since these will usually be unknown, Lawley suggested, somewhat tentatively, 
that they be replaced by the k largest sample coefficients. Here we attempt to 
provide some information about the accuracy of the approximation when this 
is done. 
The appropriate multiplier of Tk can be obtained by finding its expected 
value. For notational convenience let EC denote expectation taken with respect to 
the conditional distribution (2.11) of rE+I ,,.., r,” given i12,..., lk2 and let EN 
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denote expectation with respect to the null distribution obtained by ignoring the 
linkage factor 
fi j$l Pi2 - yjZ)f 
in (2.11). In order to obtain ,?&(T,) we first find E,(e-“rk). This can obviously be 
done by finding 
Writing 
fi fi (1 - $)’ = 1 - ; ,$+r ri2 + O,(n-2), 
i=l j=7c+1 
where 
a = i Yi2, 
i=l 
and substituting this in (3.1) it is seen that we need the following: 
LEMMA. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where E,,(h) = EN(e-“a). 
The proof of this follows easily from the fact that 
where U is a ( p - k) x (p - 12) matrix having a multivariate Beta{ &(n - q - k), 
Q(q - A)} distribution (see Kshirsagar [ 11, Chap. 81). Using the lemma we can 
then show, from (3.1), that 
E,(ChTk) = fl(h)/@), 
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where 0(h) = E,,(h)f(h) with f(h) = 1 - U(P - K)(q - k)/[2(n - 2K f  2/r)]. 
Now 
= -E/&q _ 4P - w - 4 @ _ q-2 + OW3)- 
But -E{(O) = E,(T,) and when H,, is true we know that 
[n - k - +(p + q + l)lT, 
has an asymptotic x2 distribution with (p - k)(q - k) degrees-of-freedom and 
the means agree to O(n-2) so that 
--EiW = (P - 461 - k)/[n - k - HP + q + l)] + O(n-3). 
Hence it follows that 
E,(T,) = (P - k)(q - k)/+ - k - HP + q + 1) + 4 + O(n-‘)I. 
Thus the appropriate multiplier of Tk is n - k - $(p + q + 1) + 0~. Sum- 
marizing this, together with Lawley’s result [12] we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. The statistic 
n - k - $(p + q + 1) + 2 rr2 T, 
i=l I 
has an asymptotic x2 distribution with (p - k)(q - k) degrees-of-freedom and 
E&J = (P - k)(q - k) + O(G-~). 
We now turn to the problem of estimating the parameters .$r ,..., [, defined via 
the familiar transformation 
fi = tanh-l ps = 4 log * . 
Let zi = tanh-l rd (i = l,..., p), the usual maximum likelihood estimate of fc , 
which has a bias term of order n-1. We will show that the maximum marginal 
likelihood estimate of ti provides a bias correction. 
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From (1.3) and (2.7) with k = p we see that the asymptotic marginal log 
likelihood function is 
log L = *n 2 log( 1 - pia) + {3( p + q - 1) - n} f  log(1 - r& 
i=l d=l 
+ HP - d i 1% Pi - & f l~g(P? - Pi2) 
i=l id 
from which it follows easily that the maximum marginal likelihood estimate of & 
is 
s i^ = xi - & ( p + q - 2 + Yi2 + 2(1 - Yt2) 1 yf2 Y$= - Yj2 
1 + O(n-2). 
i#$ 
Using expressions for the mean and variance of ri given by Lawley [12J it can 
readily be verified 
and 
Var&) = l/n + O(n-%) 
so that these estimates stabilize the variance to order n-l and also provide a 
correction for bias. 
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